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Open Brief / Open Letter

to

- Minister of Foreign Affairs Jordan -

Geert Wilders is not brought to NL-court for war-crimes  

1 july  2008

Dear Salaheddin Al-Bashir,

Yesterday a NL-prosecutor announced in the media:
'We will not press charges against Geert Wilders, despite his hateful remarks about the Islam & Moslims, 
because it normal to talk about these topics in NL'. 

Moslims-organisations are furious. 
They claim:'Its not a normal debate    because he only uses one-liners to brainwash people with hatred'. 
These organisations want  a judge to write a verdict against Geert Wilders.

We also have a populair lawyer Gerard Spong, he wants a judgement of a judge too.

But...
Moslim-organisations don't want to be intelligent. Over the past 2 years I explained which legal procedure 
they have to choose from our lawbooks and which letters to write.  They are simply too arrogant to 
believe me - despite all my evidence - and too lazy... They want a short-cut out... without doing some 
thinking... I have given them an official - already existing but non-used shortcut - but they refuse to 
acknowledge it   or to bring it into good-practice.  Don't want to listen.
Result: They go to the NL-prosecutor against a member of parliament, while they should go to the Dutch 
supreme court for misconduct and use the procedure I used in my ICC-lawcase...
Moslims have to use the procedure I  also explained in my letter 'ICC is a concentrationcamp'. 

Spong is a hypocrit...He doesn't want to do the hard work, because he want to be on national tv. 
He is not acknowledged as 'the best laywer of Amsterdam'!

Oké...Jordan....
This what you must do:

● Start to talk about legal obligations of NL-parliament, like I do in my 'ICC is a concentrationcamp 
letter'. Make members of NL-parliament acknowledge this legal construction 'they should use 
amongst political parties' = party 1 should bring  party 2  to the Dutch supreme court in case of 
misconduct. In Turkey political parties do use these NLFs against each other....within the Turkey 
supreme court!

● Add the legal constructions you use in Jordan to it.

● Minister of Foreign Affairs Maxime Verhagen has not 1 fair bone in his skeleton! 
Recently, he started a new propaganda-campaign amongst his EU-colleagues for the protection of 
Geert Wilders. He blackmails his EU-colleagues = 'When you don't hand Wilders over to Jordan, I 
will give something in return for it...'. 
  
Thus: Maxime Verhagen has choosen to use the NL-lawbooks & International Treaties against the 
people, in NL and Jordan!      He prefers to create war, instead of admitting that he has made a 
legal mistake which he is obliged to undo.  Verhagen should have said:'According to the Statute 
for the Kingdom of NL  I'm personally obliged to execute on NL-law & International treaties, 
therefore I hand over Wilders to Jordan, as soon as they ask me to do so...'. 

● Are you still with me Jordan? 
Headaches? This is normal...

● Did you read the letter I received from the UNHCHR on my ICC-case?
They refuse to investigate on crimes against humanity taking place within the Prosecutors-office 
& Presidency of ICC. While     the whole world     learned last week ' ICC is not trustworthy = 
Prosecutors refuse to give ICC-judges acces to about 200 documents related to a Congo-dictator 
in ICC-courtroom'.  
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NL- & ICC-Prosecutors act is if they are more important than Gods & Goddesses are... 
They have placed themselves above mankind.

● Well, Jordan... why do EU & UN want war? I did send my ICC-case to Ban Ki-moon in New York, 
meant to be put on the desk of the Security Council. 
Why did Ban Ki-moon  send it to UNHCHR in Swiss, knowing that Geneve would send it back to 
me with the message:'We don't investigate on violation of human rights taking place within 
International Courts of Law?

War or peace.... It all comes down on the shoulders of a few ICC-judges now.... while they can't 
dismiss criminal Prosecutors & President working within ICC... 
These judges are not in a position to replace staff. 
As long as my ICC-case is hidden for the world, wars grow in number. 

● Why don't EU & UN care for 'terrorism in Europe'?   I can only find 1 answer: 
'They are aware of the fact that there is NO danger for terrorism in Europe -  as they pictured it 
to the world over the past years-. They make  up stories for blackmail for economical targets and 
personal goals '. Persons in charge of Europe don't care about mankind.

Do you have a better explaination....Jordan...?    

  
You have to do the NLF-talks members of NL-parliament refuse to start.
Start with the Statute of the Kingdom of NL...and follow my instructions... given in ICC is a 
concentrationcamp. Only than you can stop hatred against the Islam. 

Have a nice day ful of determination,
desiree stokkel 
donkerelaan 39 
2061 jk bloemendaal nederland      
+31 23 5279457
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